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President’s Report 2021
Rugby is a game played by mates, for mates. It’s a unique, welcoming sport and creates a bond like no other. It’s the memories and experiences that
we all remember and we want our kids to have this same experience.
2021 offered so much hope, and we were having such a great time - until Delta! What a shame for the kids! At least we got in almost half a season.
Half a season of memories and fun.
We hope that this is the end of lockdowns and we work out how to live in a post Covid world.

We had record registrations this year. Our minis numbers, in particular, were substantially higher. While we do not attribute this entirely to the free
registration for U6, I’m sure this initiative has helped spread goodwill. Fielding 30 teams each week across the club is an outstanding achievement.
A big club like Newport does not run without the effort of many volunteers. Thank you to all the parents who help out each week.

The whole committee works behind the scenes to keep the club moving forward. Thank you James Boocock, Karen Hulley, Brett Clemenson,
Remco Diaz, Col Weir, Jo Bohm, Trish Downs, Josh Griggs, Luke Wilson, Tim Ryan, Dale McCauley, Brad Fox, Mark Murdoch,
Duanne Marriott and Richard Stamp; for your time and effort.

It’s hard to single out anyone given so many people are involved in this great club - but a big thanks must go to our house manager Tracy Murdoch.
It’s a big task and often thankless organising the store, match day and general club issues. Friday nights can often be a bit crazy, and without Tracy,
it would not happen at all. Thanks, Tracy
I would also like to acknowledge the numerous parents who just help out every week. Thank you.

To our generous sponsors, we also say a big thanks. Without these great local businesses, we would not be able to replenish jerseys, footies and training gear.
In addition, as mentioned above, we were able to reduce our entry-level rego fees to remain comparable in the local sporting climate.
The club is financially very stable with a cash position of $193,251 at 30 June 2021.

Our 2021 Sponsors: Code 5, LJHooker, Zubi Café, Physio Ward, Newport Excavations, Swimart Mona Vale, The Newport, Arch Capital,
Wimp2Warrior, Superior Auto Mechanics, Cool Change Doors and Windows, Mortgage Mall, Barrenjoey Air, Coastal Developments.
Four years ago, when I became the president, I thought about what we could do to improve our club and connection in the community.
Over the past few years, as a community, I believe with your help we have:

• Maintained and then grown player numbers (10% last year) in what has been a challenging external rugby climate.
• Launched girls rugby which has gone from strength to strength.
• Improved our coaching resources and club approach to training and our club first culture.
• Improved our on-field and off-field behaviour.
• Improved our connection with the senior club and other clubs like the surf club and netball club.
• Improved our standard of play - while I always maintain that participation is the number 1 goal,
this was the first year in a long time that we qualified in the “A” comp for U10, U11, U12, U13 and U15.
• (I’ll still always say that the most critical team in the club is the U10 Sharks which is the lower graded team when the boys and girls
transition out of minis. These are the kids we want to keep in the game because they will grow and develop and love the game for
what it is and many become “Breakers” by U14 and beyond).
• Our numbers representing Warringah and higher levels have been solid
• A much-improved web and social media presence.
• We have new lights and new posts.
• The club song is now an essential after match routine - much to the chagrin of other clubs. How good are the pictures and images
of the teams singing their lungs out!
• Built a new BBQ area and improved amenities in the clubhouse.
• Installed an electronic and very impressive scoreboard, thanks to a generous donor.
• And of course, the girls change rooms, something I am very proud of. This will start construction soon, after almost 5 years working with the council.
I may be biased, but we are the best junior club in Sydney across our club approach, level of involvement and community engagement.
All achieved by you, our parents, and volunteers who simply love the game.

We are just passing through, so for me, it’s all about making sure we leave the club in a better place than we found it for the next generation.

I will be handing over the role to Trish Downs for 2022, and I believe the club is in great hands for next year and beyond. All the best, Trish. I’m sure
you will be brilliant as President.

I have loved every minute of my time at Newport Juniors. From the U6 days to now, as my boys Max and Oscar have grown older, it’s been an incredible
journey. The great people I’ve met and the sense of community here is second to none. I’m truly honoured to have been part of this club and community.
Thanks for the opportunity.
I’ve certainly found my rugby home.
Nigel Baker

President 2018, 2019, 2020, 2021
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President				Nigel Baker
Vice President and Secretary		
James Boocock
Treasurer				Jo Bohm
Registrar				Trish Downs
House Manager and Sponsorship Tracy Murdoch
Gear Steward				Remco Diaz
Grounds				Duanne Marriott
WJRU Rep				Mark Murdoch
Welfare Officer			
Luke Wilson
Coaching Director			
Dale McCauley
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Committee 2021

Club Sponsors 2021

NEWPORT EXCAVATIONS

BARRENJOEY AIR
General Committee is made up of interested members appointed at the AGM (or later), who attend monthly meetings to help
formulate the future direction of the club. Any other parties are also welcome to attend monthly meetings and be involved.

Age Managers

Girls			Karen Hulley
Minis			Brett Clemenson
U10			Colin Weir
U11			Mark Murdoch
U12			Josh Griggs
U13			Tim Ryan
U14			
Richard Stamp, John Glen
U15			Remco Diaz
U16			Brad Fox
Opens			Josh Griggs
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U6 Breakers
Left to Right: Cooper, Harvey D, Harley, Benji, Harvey M, Xavier, Mason, Benji, Brodie, Carter (missing: Tully)

What a great introduction for all the kids.We had lots
of smiles and plenty of tears which just added to the
excitement of their first year of rugby.You could see
the excitement on their faces aswell as a little bit
of confusion.
We worked a lot on getting the kids familiar with where
the side lines are and importantly where the try line is
and how to score tries.We also focused a lot on tagging
and passing and just familiarising themselves with
different aspects of the game and trying to bring out the
kids confidence with ball in hand.They all picked it up so
quickly and was great to see a number of the kids really
come out of their shell.
It was such a shame the season was cut short due to
the lockdown, the kids were really showing a tonne of
improvement both in attack and defence and got to see
some fantastic trys scored throughout the season.
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We can now look forward to 2022 and build on what
we have all learnt this year and most importantly keep
developing these great friendships the kids have now
all started.
A big thanks to all the parents for getting the kids to
training and the games (those early starts are never
easy). A big thanks to Amy for managing the team and
organising us all from where we need to be on Saturday
mornings to who is on jerseys or snakes and oranges.
Its been a great team effort from everyone and Gareth
and I have loved every minute of it.
Cant wait to see everyone down at Porters next year.
Coach Huey and Coach Gareth

U6 Dolphins
The Newport U6 Dolphins welcomed several new families to Newport Rugby this year. Whilst it being a short
year, it was wonderful to welcome a bunch of
4- and 5-year old’s into the Rugby Community and put
on the blue and white. A huge thank you to all parents
who bought their kids to training, volunteered where
needed and gave encouragement and support across
the weeks, especially those 8.00am game starts on a
Saturday morning!
Over the weeks, it was very rewarding watching each
player progress. Attendance and participation were
high and the feedback from parents was that the U6s
Dolphins really enjoyed their introduction to rugby.
With an 11-man strong team, training was a mixture
of drills and games to help build the foundation of skills
(passing, tipping, defending, and supporting your
teammates). Their most favoured training drill was tiger
tails, designed to teach young rugby players evasive
skills, as you don’t want anyone to tag your tiger tail
(AKA Dad’s old tie).

The biggest highlight was seeing the enjoyment the
boys gained from using their skills they had learned over
the season. Our last week of rugby, we were fortunate to
play in a competitive gala day out at Hassal Grove, where
a number of the U6 Dolphins were filmed and appeared
in a pre-game build up in the 2nd Bledisloe Cup.
Keep an eye out in 20 years for these names, as you
may find them in the game, not in a pre-game special:
Hugo Atkinson, Brodderick Goode,
Tyson O’Grady, Aveer Lamba, Weston Dearmer,
Harry Cristaudo, Lincoln Weame, Zac Rose,
Cody Stocker & Sullivan Murdoch.
Huge thanks also go to Peyton Murdoch & Willow
Dearmer who helped out a number of weeks as reserves, and was always willing to help.
Best of luck in the 2022 season.
Mark Murdoch (Coach), Ali Atkinson (Manager).
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U6 Sharks
James - Always an exciting year to coach the U6s and one as
a coach and parent you particulally remember.
It was a pleasure running the kids out, training with them and
standing on the touch line for a chat with parents.
A terrific group of kids who we can all enjoy seeing growing
up and and I really hope rugby becomes a defining part of
their lives. Looking forward to Season 2022!
Mike - Such a awesome experience to be involved with a
great bunch of people. The enjoyment on the kids faces was
such a delight to see at training. Watching each
player grow through the time we had together was a great
reward and made it all worthwhile. The only down side to this
season was not being able to spend more time with the kids
and the parents. What could have been......

Big Charlie - A great little athlete, very capable with a natural flair.
Good attitude, great competitor and always a pleasure to coach;
loved scoring a try or three.
Charlie Brave Heart - This guy has character in numbers.
Passionate and enthusiastic, lucky our games were none contact
otherwise would of caused some real damage.
Teo 'Big T' Ross - Team work and enjoyment. Always had a blast
when on the field with his mates and would talk about the Sharks
all week. Didnt matter which team he was on he loved being
a part of it.
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Winning Will - Quiet unnasuming consciencious in training.
Strong and corageous on the field. Determined and great sportsmanship. There were never many tries scored against us when Will
was around; also had a good nose for the tryline.
Jumping Joey - The free spirt that is Joey really added to the
balance of the team and loved to see his game improve. If only
this little mans energy was contagious, just point him in the right
direction and watch him go.
Fast Fred - One of numersous pleasures from the season was to
see this young player's confidence develop and turn into spirited
sprints up the footie field, ball in hand!
Dashing' Dashton - The gentle cheeky player that held his own
on the field. What a pleasure to have on the field. Never short of a
word and growing in confidence every time he stepped over the
white line.
Industrious Ollie - Another gentle player whos confidence
rapidly developed through the short season who showed a real
eye for the ball. Always in the right place at the right time. Good
team man and never seen without a smile.
Side Stepping Rye - Fast and furious, This guy had everyone
fooled on the footy field with his quick feet. Never far from the
action and loved getting his hands on the ball.

U6 Mermaids
A short but strong year for the U6 Mermaids as we endured the elements
to show off a great set of growing skills for all the girls.
What we all believed was going to be a much-needed return to a normal
rugby season for our U6 Mermaids turned out to be anything but that,
resulting in an early end to the season. With the season we did have, after acknowledging the events in 2020 all the girls put in a big effort and
made the most out of the shorten season. Turning up to training every
Friday, regardless of the weather, and enduring those cold mornings for
the 8AM kick offs. A special mention to all the parents who put in the
work to get out to training and the games, it did not go unnoticed.
With 12 girls total for the rugby season we had a strong team that
continued to improve week to week with training and continued game
time. It was great to see the constant improvement from the girls as the
season stretched on.
Scarlett had some great defensive saves through the season,
standing up to the challenge and chasing down players in defence!
April continued to keep her head on a swivel as she was dominant in
both attack and defence, using agility of feet and mind.
In attack there were a lot of solid ball runners with Lola trucking it up
and developing a mean step in the back half of the season.
Peyton was constantly on watch for the conners and was able to quickly
capitalise on some sloppy defence around the edges to find the paint.
Izzy remained extremely Illusive through the season, showing those
boys what it means to be put on skates.

Polly produced some excellent passages of play through the season,
picking up more than her fair share of meat pies on the gala day!
Ariana was an absolute ball of energy in both attack and defence
through the season, showing us her love of cartwheels at training and
her love of scoring tries on game day.
April remained thirsty for the ball and managed to find the white paint
without any issues after a bit of a 1,2 step with the ball.
Frankie looking like a young Charlotte Caslick in attack and defence,
producing some amazing ankle breakers through the season.
Lilly was a force to be reckoned with on the field, bouncing out of tackles
and producing several try saving efforts during the season.
Lani was action packed, proving she was too much to handle for a
number of opposition defences. Excellent in both attack and defence.
Willow was quick to take to rugby and was like a steam engine moving
down the park leaving a string of defenders in her path to the paint.
Thank you to CJ for putting in the reps as team manager making sure
that everyone was all set for game day and the girls were well looked
after. A special mention for Peter, Chase and Mark for helping out with
training and on game day. For all the parents out there it is not possible
to get the girls on the pitch every training and game day without you all,
so thank you for making what was a short 2020 season possible.
Abe.
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U7 Breakers
Team list: Callum Whitaker, Ethan Trembath, James Crosky, Joshua McTaggart, Lucas Gulla,
Lucas Wilson, Max Miller, Nathan Cowell, William Gaut
The Under 7 Breakers had a shortened season this
year, but still a memorable one. With a good mix
of some players with previous years experience and
a few fresh recruits the season was going to be a
great one.
The season started with a gala day on the northern
beaches. After many games the team started to sort
out its strengths and weakness we needed to work
on at training.
Over the season the team really started to notice
a great improvement each game. All players quickly
adapted and started to play a fast pace of rugby
in attack.
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One of the teams greatest assets was its strong defence. The boys really started to defend in a line and
made it hard for opponents to score.
By the end of the season the breakers headed to
Blacktown for another gala day against Sydney’s
rugby teams. The team enjoyed the day with making
a vast improvement on skill development and cohesion as a team.
Coach: Adam Gulla

U7 Dolphins
Our mighty U7 Dolphins have now spent two
seasons undefeated by Covid. Once again, we joined
together and enjoyed the great game of rugby
despite a global pandemic.
The boys squeezed enjoyment from every single
minute this year and we all can’t wait to get back
on the field again next year for hopefully an
uninterrupted full season.
The boy’s progress has been exceptional and the
leg speed was amazing. Their coach was barely able
to keep up when there was a try on offer.
A season highlight was the gala day out at Blacktown,
with some opposition teams looking like they were
more like U17s rather than U7s. Undaunted, from
the first kick off our Dolphins jumped in and played
their hearts out each game and showed brilliant
sportsmanship.
It has been an absolute pleasure to watch the
mateship between the boys, their confidence and
concentration grow each week.

We look forward to learning tackle and positional
play next year and most importantly getting together
with our mates down a track, that’s winding back,
past an oval to a shack.
Nathaniel Northover – energy to burn, so fast
his boots could melt.
Oscar Wallrock – looking forward to tackle with
his hard running style.
Harrison Bates – always there to support the
ball runner and ready to pick and go.
Lenny Knight – elusive runner that slices up
the opposition defence.
Henry Bell – loves to get into space and runs
the ball with speed and strength.
Henry Gough – great step and dummy, a try
scoring machine.
William Abrahams – stolen from the NFL scouts,
great ball skills and speed.
Sullivan Good – needs to eat his vegetables and
clean his room, has absolute passion for Rugby.
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U7 Sharks

Team list: Nash Carpenter, Finley Colton, Morgan Maestre, Luka Stead, Sebastian Van Dyk,
Leo Venter, William Webster, Lachlan Williams
This year saw a bit of a new look Under 7’s Sharks from
last year with a few new recruits. Luckily we did see them
otherwise we would not have seen the various talent
throughout the year. Albeit it was a compressed season
due to Covid, we still managed several games, including
an out of area Gala day with a consistent group of boys.

Whilst we saw a lot of tries in the season scored by
Lachlan, thankyou for the points Lachlan and consistently
under the posts too, we had some great defensive players
as well in both Nash and Morgan. Both of them must
have been cattle dogs in another life always on the heels
and chasing down the opposition. One of the great ball
runners in the team was Sebastian. He might grow up
to be an Olympic runner given his speed either up the
middle, down the side line or marathon round the outside
moves. One of our best listeners on a consistent basis was
Luka who was also managing some great passing, keep it
up Luka as next year we will rely on that more and more.
Another straight line runner was William and with his
height we look forward to him sticking around once we get
into a bit of tackle and lineouts.
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Thanks also to Will’s dad, Evan Webster, who helped
out with coaching - both training and game days. The old
school BP quiet achiever award will have to go to Finley,
conversely when he got the ball and scored, the side line
was not quiet, we’ve never heard such a raw from the
grandstand.

Furthermore, Finley’s brother Josh, made a number
of cameo appearances for us through tout the season,
ironically when we seemed to be down a player or two,
hence your attendance and running skills were very much
appreciated. Finally, well done to Leo, he may well grow
up to be a coach one day, given he has a very fine eye for
detail and the rules. Thank you Leo for your review of each
play, you must be watching it in slow motion, well done.

Thankyou also to Matt Colton, Finleys dad and
Nick Venter, Leo’s Dad for consistently supplying end of
game treats. Stay safe and look forward to seeing you next
season.
Damien

U7 Mermaids
Back row: Livia Bogaard, Josie Burrow
Middle Row: Amelia Jackson, Georgia Chadwick (coach), Neve Hoile, Marley Cristaudo, Riley Rudgley
Front row: Isabella Clemenson, Isabella O’Grady, Ellie Soninke Keh Sesay

The Under 7 Mermaids are a team of absolute legends. It was
unfortunately a short season but for the games that the girls played
they played hard, they played well, they improved, and they did it
all with such wonderful attitudes and spirit. It was the first time on a
rugby field for nearly half the team, but I was amazed that this did
not daunt the first timers. The newcomers seemed to take inspiration
from the more experienced players and were soon making up high
numbers of tags and tries during each game.
Friday afternoon training sessions we worked on increasing fitness,
ball handling, agility, kicking, passing and cartwheels. The girls always
amazed me how they could find energy on a Friday afternoon to train
and then put their new skills into practice the following morning
during game time.
Riley, is a natural to the game of rugby, whether its defensive play
or striving for the white line, Riley’s up in the play from the start to
the very end of the game. Never giving the opposition a chance.
It was Neve’s first rugby season, her enthusiasm to learn was
inspiring. Always smiling and keen to have a run or tag the opposition. Her spirit for the game was relentless.
Josie has speed to burn and is a try scoring machine, always looking
for the gaps. Josie has great spirit for the game and is a consistent
player. Josie was our top try scorer!

Ellie also has speed, agility and love for the sport. Always happy
and determined to play well. Ellie gave us some amazing side
swerving steps that bedazzled the opposition and quite often the
spectators too.
Marley is a very focussed defence player, no one can get past this
relentless and quick tagging machine. Marley never gave the
opposition a chance.
Isabella C is a joy to have on the team. Izzy is focused and shows
amazing sportsmanship. Determined in defence and gutsy in
offense. She is a dedicated team player with great skill.
Isabella O, took to the game naturally, she scored some wonderful
tries during the season. Isabella is a very reliable player. What a great
first season!
Amelia in her first season has come far. Keen to learn, keen to get out
onto the field and show her skills. Amelia is a great asset to the team.
Livia showed relentless eagerness to be a weapon in defence and
attack, looking for the gaps and always proving to be an asset to the
team.
Coaching the U7 Mermaids, was an absolute pleasure. I would like
to thank Huey Burrow’s for helping coach at the start of the season
while I was finding my feet. Also a massive thank you to the parents
for their support at training, cheering and sideline duties.
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U8 Breakers
What a season for the Under 8 Breakers, it was over before we knew it, but
it was one to remember. Thank you to all the parents and kids for having a
great attitude, for everybody buying into the club and the team and wanting
to be involved with the kids at training and the games. As parents, the time
spent with the kids is everything, nothing else matters! As the great Mark
Viduka once said when asked what his favourite memory of his footballing
career was, he said “That’s an easy one, it has to be playing footy in the back
garden with my Dad”.
I said it all year “It’s better to set up a try than score a try” and the boys played
with this approach all season with some tries scored with 7 or 8 passes within the phase, with the boys passing the ball over the try line to team mates.
Edsel Good, always smiling and such a good boy who always wants to
have fun and get involved, his feet move fast and they are always looking for
action.
Jackson Rossini, his off load was developed during the lockdown, the
fend and the pace combined result in a try scoring machine.
Lucio Suarez Lewington, the Argentinian flare and the pace to make
breaks, always looking to be involved and never taking a step back.
Zackery Terrey, the long stride and pace, Zacky gets moving and he is unstoppable, always supported by his family and pleasure to have in the team.
Evin Gleeson, the player that makes things happen with every touch, the
twinkle toes and the dynamic hits are exciting to watch, keep up the great
work Ev.
Leo Troy, the more he has the ball in hand the more we see his magic. The
pace and jink beats defenders every time, can’t wait to see you next season.
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Patrick Lane, something happened one moment on the field this season,
one boy stepped forward and committed to the tackle, dominant, low and
leg drive combined to fold the opposition, Pat rose to his feet and from that
instant, we knew he was fearless. A pleasure to have in the team and don’t
forget Pat, tell your brother Travis we want him back in the team next season.
Charlie King, was born to run, he is fast, dynamic and evades defenders, a
try scoring machine who keeps the family rugby pedigree turning over with
his brother and sister also playing rugby for Newport, the King family love
their Rugby and can be seen on the side lines up and down the Beaches
every weekend!
Kane Heath, unstoppable, relentless and always willing and able to get
involved. He is a magnet to the ball and has the instincts of a play maker,
Kane is full of energy and always looking to make a difference.
Archie Jones-Hughes, loves his Rugby and going into battle every week
with his mates. Always playing what’s in front of him and looking to bring
his team mates into the game with skill and intensity.
Boys, great work this season, remember the most important thing is to have
fun playing rugby with your mates and learning that you can get good at
anything if you try hard and never give up!
I can’t wait to see you boys next season and parents, keep getting into
he garden or park and play some footy with the kids, building those
memories…
Jason Jones-Hughes

U8 Dolphins

On a chilly early morning in mid-June, what turned out to be the final
run for the 2021 Newport U8 Dolphins was, in many ways, a fine end
to a season that had barely started. Having not been able to see the team
since that gala day in Western Sydney, I can still see the smiles on the
boys (and parents and coaches) faces at the end of the four matches we
played that morning.
The under 8 age group is the year that players learn to tackle, scrum and
lineout. Our first practice began with a tackling session with the
U8 Sharks (thank you Tim Malone) in the sunshine on Newport beach.
By gala day, ten weeks later, tackling techniques had been refined, the
forwards were hitting the ruck with force and the half backs were beginning to get some front foot football for the outside backs to do
their thing. To the joy of all those playing and watching, the Dolphins
had transformed into a proper rugby team.
Two new Dolphins joined us this year, taking us to thirteen. Ged Byrne
in his debut year played like a seasoned pro, such was his impact on the
scrum and in the loose, not to mention opposition runners.
Our other new recruit, Josh Colton showed early promise with a passion
for tackling and an eye for a gap, finishing off one of the finest team tries
of the season at gala day, we’d found another couple of naturals.
Leon Stephens-Jones skippered the side once again, his all-round
game has gone to another level, equally at home in the pack or in the
backs, his leadership and quality of pass are real assets to the team.
Michael Nass and Ethan Veldman teamed up to give the pack a Bokke
hard edge, Michael tackles relentlessly and is one of our best at recycling
the ball, which frees Ethan up to charge around the paddock creating
room and putting the likes of Rennick Palmer and Jude Campbell
into space. Both Rennick and Jude had free scoring seasons sharing the
number two jersey and running the lineout.

Bailey Walsh continued to develop his uncompromising number eight
play, happy in the thick of the action, he also loves to go hunting tries.
An embarrassment of riches at half-back saw the nine jersey rotating
between Austin Tranter, Byron Oliver and Conor Burkin, each posing
different problems for their opponents. Austin is able to slip a fast pass in
the tightest of spaces, whilst Byron likes to duck and weave and step his
way through traffic. Conor has a more direct style and a deceptive turn of
pace, all three like to snipe around the breakdown creating trouble for
the opposition.
William Clark took his tackling and running game up a notch in the
10/12 position, making a scoring contribution during the gala.
Leon, Rennick and Jude also spent time at first receiver honing their
handling and running skills.
Archer O’Brien, our accomplished winger/full-back proved to be
equally adept at tackling, putting in numerous last-ditch tackles,
showing that his defence is as effective as his attacking play, which
continues to be first rate.
So, whilst it’s been another shortened season, all the boys worked very
hard to make sure that the quality has remained high. Their ability to
learn a range of new skills in training, from tackling to scrums and
lineouts; and then put it all into practice on a Saturday, has been
wonderful to see.
As always, a big thankyou to all the parents for playing a full part in
helping with training, home ground duties, washing kit and everything
else that you do throughout the season. Finally, an extra special thankyou
to Coach and Manager duo Shawn & Siobhan Tranter for all your
input, help and support for the team.
Have a good summer everyone and here’s to a full season next season.
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U8 Sharks
This year was a big year for the U8 sharks with introducing
contact into their game, which all the boys excelled at and
were well and truly ready for.
The focus this year was also around rucking and mauling
and what to do when you hit the ground. We concentrated
a lot on cleaning out and recycling the ball, which at times
was a little challenging for the boys to get their heads around
due to it being very unfamiliar from previous years.
In saying that they all did a great job and we were both very
proud of them all for how they all adapted to learning the
game of rugby.
The most enjoyable part of coaching these boys is seeing the skill set on
the field increase as a direct result of the work the boys are putting in off the
field. This was witnessed throughout the season on several occasions like:
• James Hobson (shoulders) loud call to take the kick off on the full
• Jimmy Huttos Legendary tracking tackle to save plenty of tries in the
corner.
• Sunny, Logan and Dusty consistently pulling off text book legs tackles
• Henry & Jimmy Bourke really showed how taking space from the
opposition cuts down their attacking options
• Bobby & Koda used great ripping technique to steal the ball from any
opposition loose carry.
• Beau and Tariq developed their draw and pass to put each other into
open space.
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Our set piece became a real weapon of our game with the pigs (Bobby,
Koda, Shoulders, Sunny, Huttos and Henry) setting a great platform for
our attacking machines in the backline. Beau gave top notch service with
his long pass to Dusty who ran hard and drew plenty of defenders to open
up the field for our flying outside backs (Bourkey, Tariq and Logan) who
scored some great long range tries.
I would like to thank all the parents for getting the boys to training and the
games. It's not an easy task after a long week of school.
A special thank you to Amy for managing the team and making sure we all
knew where we were meant to be each week. To Kelly for her role as age
coordinator and the great work she does passing on the relevant
information to each team from the club.
It has been another great season being involved with this team and
watching all the boys develop their skills and technique. They have all learnt
a lot this year, even though it has been such a short season. It was a real
shame the season finished the way it did. The boys were really starting to
hit their straps and really starting to enjoy their footy.
A lot to look forward to next year!
Thanks for the opportunity.
Yours in Rugby Tim and Gareth

U9 Breakers
Ethan Warner, Harry Campbell, Harvey Boon, Jack West, Louis Pace, Rafferty Fox, Smith Carpenter, Thomas Belcher, Will Moss,
Xavier Rose, Zachery Andronicus
Picking up where they left off, the new U9 Breakers quickly hit their stride
this season with new the recruits (both on and off the pitch) seamlessly
adapting to life at Newport Rugby!
With an emphasis placed on recycling the ball and supporting their teammates, the boys continued to add to their growing arsenal of skills to take
on all opponents with confidence. With space on the pitch becoming more
condensed this season there was plenty of opportunity to practice securing
the ball in the tackle, rucking and mauling to keep the play moving forward.
Finding his feet in the forward pack this year, Harry excelled at driving the
maul forward and regularly found himself emerging through the middle or
peeling off for extra gains. Mirrored by Louis’ strength, tenacity and clever
play, the breakdown became a happy hunting ground for the pair to thrive.
Joining the team this year, Xavier partnered up with Will to chase and
hound opponents at every opportunity. For any loose ball or early tackle
situation one or both were always on hand to put their bodies on the line to
secure the ball for the team.
Securing up the forward pack with strength, power and determination,
Raf and Jack were the cornerstone of the front row. Drawing in defenders
when on the charge and in set pieces, the big men relentlessly drove defences backwards.

With both boys working exceptionally hard on their positioning and tackling
at speed, Zach and Thomas backed up their attacking capabilities with
solid defensive displays. Often joined by the versatile Smith moving
between the forwards and backs, the backline worked together to contain
opponents and burst forward at every opportunity.
In what was, ultimately, a frustrating short season, all the boys have showed
an immense amount of character and commitment to this team. For some,
there were added frustrations of early injuries that limited their playing
time even further but that didn’t hold them back from attending training to
continue their learning or coming along to support the team on match-days.
It was an all-round outstanding effort from everyone.
Both Christian and I were incredibly proud to coach a great bunch and we
can’t wait to see everybody back next year. Well done, boys!!!
Coaches:
Andy West
Christian Warner

As the linking player, Harvey thrived at distributing the ball from the
forwards to the backs. Whether calling set plays or blind-side moves,
smart communication between the pair regularly led to space being found
for Ethan to throw the side-step and stretch his legs, almost inevitably
delivering points to the board.
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U9 Dolphins
Warren Beveridge Coach
Nick Abrahams Coach
The Dolphins this season welcome back six of its original players.
Ashton Coates, Ben Beveridge, Oliver Worthington, Archie King, Luca Gore, Koa Haddad.
And welcome six players making debut to rugby Harrison Abrahams, Ben Kelly, Philip Van
Dyk, Johnny Boas, Joseph Low, Oliver Suarez.
A short season action packed with six rounds and 2 gala days. A Gala day to start the season and a
Gala day to finish the season. The Gala day at DeeWhy, the Sharks and the Dolphins swimming
together taking on Collaroy’s well stacked team we went down 3 try’s to 1.
Ashton Coates playing fullback this season. following the play non stop. collecting the ball from the
breakdown and making some groundbreaking runs sets up a try. He continues to improve each year.
Second game V Seaforth a win 3 try’s to 2.
We used Ben Beveridge and Zac Zioli in a crash ball attack to soften them up and make holes.
The boys complaining of rough play and some wearing their first stud marks. I gave them the Kerry
Packer line “don’t get bitter get better“ and that the stud marks were the equivalent of player of the
week medals.
Round 1 V Allambie
The Dolphins had a sensational start to the season with 7 try‘s on the board.
Ben Beveridge leading the way playing halfback this season scoring 3 try’s and with some
exceptional plays earning player of the week. Joseph Low a debut player, playing forwards
steps up in defence and takes some hard hits also earning player of the week.
Luca Gore playing wing scoring 3 try’s .
Round 2 V Forestville,
Archie King playing forward scores, we we’re expecting this. The first of many to come.
He just gets better and better and with his superb text book defence earns player of the week.
Oliver Worthington playing centre scores. When he uses his amazing step outside he’s like
greased lightning, very hard to catch.
Round 3 V DeeWhy
Harrison Abrahams playing centre is on fire, a natural talent that could play anywhere in the backs.
A debut player crosses the try line and earns player of the week. It’s band camp week and the Sharks
call on the Dolphins for reinforcements. A few stories going around about this one time…
The Dolphins showing superb club spirit in backing up the Sharks and Breakers when needed
without their efforts these games would have to be forfeited and the best thing, more games they
got to play. Many of the boys backing up and getting more game time.
Harrison Abrahams playing an extra 5 games with the Breakers!
The Keenest and fairest.

Round 4 V Seaforth
Luca Gore playing wing continues on his try scoring streak with another 4 try’s under his belt and
earning player of the week. The try scorer of the year! Ben Beveridge also scoring a Try.
Round 5 V Manly
A heated game against a very solid team. Oliver Saurez playing centre and wing
A very talented debut player crossing the try line and earning player of the week. Charlie King
our number one ringer and Archie’s little brother steps up and scores a try. What a gun.
Ben Kelly playing centre, a debut player and the most improved player this season also earning a
player of the week. Ben has had a great first season !
Round 6 V Narrabeen
What turned out to be the last round of the season. Koa Haddad playing forwards, tackling players
3 times his size. Earning player of the week for his consistent defence. Stopping try’s is just as
important as scoring them. Ben Beveridge scoring the only try in the game takes his season tally to
7. Try scorer of the year! Phillip Van Dyk a debut player. Playing forwards is strong and consistent in
his defence, tackling,backing up and supporting play. Another most improved player.
Gala day at Hassall Grove.
We took a packed lunch and headed to the west. 5 games packed into it a small window.
We rolled with the Breakers in a mixed team. The boys all demonstrated determination
and endurance . Every boy who played was awarded a player of the week medal for their efforts.
Standing out on the day from the Dolphins was Harrison Abrahams and Oliver Saurez both with
deliberate runs.
Special thanks to Nick Abrahams for bringing a breath of fresh air to the coaching.
A Friday night training session he says. Ben Kelly playing centre, give him some encouragement,
I think he can run and given the chance boy could he run, stepping and swerving through the
opposition. Johnny Boas playing forward/hooker is the glue. He has a strong work ethic and gives
it all in training and games. A debut player that has got it . Often forwards don’t get the glory.
Thanks to James Beveridge assistant coaching.
Says he’s the one that taught Archie to tackle
Many thanks to Danielle and Steve Coates for managing the team through their minis journey
Most importantly thanks to all the parents who get the boys to training and to the games.
I have enjoyed coaching the minis for the past 4 years and I look forward to seeing you all next year
for a full season on the full field.
Warren Beveridge Coach
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U9 Sharks
Despite the massively anti-climactic outro to the
season, the U9 Sharks were starting to play some
formidable rugby in 2021. The overall standard of
the game has risen this year and the boys stepped
up to meet it. With some tough opponents to deal
with, our sharks really dug in and played with spirit
and ability.
Our returning team were joined by some cracking
new players who slid seamlessly into the mix.
The boys showed me and their teammates loyalty
and respect and have formed some great friendships
in the process. It was a pleasure to coach such a top
group of kids and a real shame our momentum was
extinguished so suddenly.
It was awesome to see the support shown by players,
parents and coaches across all the U9’s teams, we
were often short on numbers, but the boys were
willing to fill in, playing a second, and sometimes
third game despite eating into precious weekend
hours. Newport U10`s will be a force to be reckoned
with in 2022!

Flynn Bath is a predator with or without the ball. Making big tackles,
and even bigger breaks for the line is all in a morning’s work for this little
weapon!
Austin Boyce took on the position of half back this season like a real
champion. I could watch him play the game all day long! Did not miss a
single tackle all season.
Cruize Chase debuted for the sharks this year displaying real hunger for
the ball! No shark made as many pick and runs from the back of the ruck as
Cruise this season, great to have him with us!
Will Garske once again was everywhere this season. He displays natural
ability in all areas of the game and is always first to put his hand up to play
an extra game for breakers and/or dolphins. Benji Jacobsen, in his debut
season at Newport rugby tackled, rucked and mauled like a true veteran.
Welcome to NJRU
Nash King and his side-step confused opponents all year short... A dedicated team player who will always give encouragement and support on and off
the field.
Archie Marshall Hill played hard rugby in his first season with the sharks.
Always right amongst play, Archie is shaping up to be a great rugby player.
Ryder Schott gave it everything every game! Ryder is the first up to halfway every time to hit back after an opposition try. As always, a great player to
coach.
Taneh Williams is on the brink of making a huge breakthrough in footy.
Dangerous when he gets amongst it, always kind to his fellow players.
Zac Zilioli has given us another strong season with his trademark hit ups
and hard runs. His desire to crush the opposition is inspiring! Keep it up
Zaco.
Simon
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U9 Mermaids

PLAYERS:
Chloe Hulley, Harlow Holmes, Keira McPherson, Mia Hulley, Ruby Glindeman, Ruby Hulley, Sarah Vuata, Tiggy Woodley, Zara Daines,
Zoe Townsend COACHES: Kim McPherson, Richard Daines and Chris Hulley
Once again, the year of 2021 brought us some more challenges finishing
what was fast becoming an outstanding season a little early. That said the
half season we managed to play was filled with some fantastic entertaining
running rugby and brought some massive smiles to both Parents and
Players alike.
We were lucky to have 2-3 dedicated father coaches for our 2021 half season
and I would like to extend my thanks to Karen, Chris and Richard for all
the efforts this year.
The girls went from strength-to-strength week by week. Each training the
coaches introduced a new training technique coupled with the existing
basic ones. For the most part the training sessions were fun, and the girls
seemed to get a lot out of them.
Each week we saw improvement across the paddock from all the girls.
Each gaining and developing different skills and understanding of the
game of rugby. It was fair to say not many girls liked being on the
sidelines when it was their time to have a break.
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We saw some brilliant length of the field tries from our little flyers Harlow,
Little Ruby, Mia and Chloe and some of the best sideline cover defence
from little Ruby that I think I have ever seen. It was textbook tackling.
There were countless through the middle performances resulting in field
position and points from Zoe, Tiggy & Zara. It was wonderful to watch Zoe
with her fend running through the defence.
Near the tail end of our half season, we managed to introduce a little of
the idea of forwards and backs and some of our malls were really coming
together with strong work from Keira, Big Ruby and Sarah.
All in all, it was sad the season had to end early when the U9 Mermaids were
becoming such a well drilled & entertaining rugby team.
I see so much potential in these girls and really hope they stick with the
game of rugby. I am very grateful to have had the opportunity to have been
able to help coach you all this season.
Thanks to you all and I hope you have a safe end of the year.
Kim McPherson

U10 Breakers

U10’s is a big year in junior rugby as it is the first year that the boys
are graded. We were lucky to have been able to field 3 teams this year
and all the U10 boys should be very proud of what they achieved in a
very short amount of time.
To the Breakers, thank you boys for having me as your coach this year,
I thoroughly enjoyed it!
Congratulations for being chosen in the Breakers side, it is
something that you should be very proud of and it is also something
that you shouldn’t take for granted so try and remember that in
the years ahead.
The Breakers were put in A Grade this year which is a huge
achievement and they quickly showed why they deserved to be
there with some great wins over some very talented opposition.
I was absolutely devastated when the season was called off as the
boys were just starting to show what they were really capable
of as a team!
U10 Breakers:
Alfie Smith: Great aggressive runner, ran for more metres that
Tommy Turbo!
Tate Wooldridge: Very talented player with lots of aggression,
his game against Seaforth was a joy to watch!
Elijah Franks: “Gimme the ball!” Elijah has great skills and is one
of those players that can play pretty much anywhere.
Miller Wright: The Breakdown King, Miller is one of those players
that you simply need on your team, a pleasure to coach!
Lachlan O’Connell: Excellent tackler and always wanting to learn,
both on and off the field.
Tawa Campos: Another must have player on your team, never stops
working and possesses great skills.

Liam Hayman: Probably the smallest kid on the field but without doubt
the biggest heart! Will tackle anything and is a great team player!
Sam Morlaine: Great skills with ball in hand, I can’t wait to see the player
that Sam becomes!
Finn Ainscough: Mr Reliable, Finn is always there in defence and always
backing up in attack, exciting player to watch!
Chisel Hunter: Awesome to watch play when his confidence is up, brilliant
at the breakdown. Chisel is a pleasure to coach, lovely kid!
Felix Frost: Great attitude and always gives his absolute best. Looking
forward to watching Felix as he develops.
Max Lee: The quiet achiever, Max is another one that is always wanting to
learn more. With a bit more confidence he will be unstoppable!
Oscar Baker: It was my 5th year of coaching Ozzy and I still get just as excited when he gets the ball now as I did in the U6’s! Exciting player to watch
and an infectious attitude.
Congratulations to Alfie, Elijah, Miller, Tawa, Liam, Sam, Finn and
Oscar for being selected in the Rats rep team, well done boys!
Thank you very much to Jon for helping me coach and thanks to the other
coaches and managers as well for all your hard work.
Thank you also to all the parents for letting us do what we do and for all your
support on game day!
Boys, I sincerely hope you enjoyed playing in the Breakers as much as I
enjoyed coaching you. I want you to do 4 things for me in the off season:
1 - Practice your passing
2 - Practice your tackling
3 - Tell all your friends about Newport Rugby
4 - Be good to your parents!
Take care and thanks again,
Tim
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U10 Dolphins
Another interrupted year for the boys unfortunately , however the
boys wasted no time in getting stuck into the pre season. How
lucky we are to have the Warrior and a big thank you for the pre
season and perfecting the warm up. We’re a lucky group!!
We started up front with our very own bomb squad. Blake Toy
at tight head Coby Cheetham at hooker and Elhi Marriott at
loose head. What a formidable trio they’ve turned into. First year
of competitive scrumming and boy did they scrum. Blake scored
some great long distance tries , Coby defensively was fantastic
doing all the tough stuff well and Elhi our enforcer with some
good physicality.
Our Locks in Carter Marriott and Lachlan Anderson.
Lachie improved out of sight every week, it became easy to forget
it was his first year. Great ball running from game one. Carter has
perfected the cross-cover tackle and boy does he hit hard. Tackle
technique near perfect. At no8 we started with Fraser who with his
size carried the ball really well. Fraser did some of his best work
on the wing later in the season, in comes Felix Frost with the
perfect mix of skill, pace and physicality, never far from the action.
Our backline full of super stars with Tom Weir at 9 .
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What a year Tommy, great service and never shying away from
a tackle. At no 10 Oscar Baker ,some silky skills and steadfast
defence which we missed when Oz was called up to help the
Breakers. Starting in the centres before moving to 10 we had
Sam Smit. Sammy is a great ball runner super strong!
With Sammy in the midfield comes Raffy Stephens and boy
does dynamite come in small packages! Great defender who loves
the contact and super quick. On the wing Matt Shortall .
Matty is a fantastic young player there’s nothing he doesn’t do
well . Super at the breakdown and competes everywhere .
On the other wing Charlie Power who ran the ball as strong
as anyone , with fantastic basics .
Some good wins and a few tough losses but what a great bunch of
boys and a pleasure to coach. The improvements seen from week
to week was phenomenal .
I look forward to seeing you all next year and hold thumbs we get
a full season. Thanks to the coaching team in Nigel Baker and Mike
Smit as well as Col for bringing us all together. I know I speak for
all of us when I say it’s a pleasure and an honour to be part of your
rugby journeys

U10 Sharks
"The way a team plays as a whole determines its success.
You may have the greatest bunch of individual stars in the world,
but if they don't play together, the club won't be worth a dime."
~ Babe Ruth
In a year when we were all placed under so much pressure, asked to do so
much, when we seemed surrounded by the too muchness of it all, we had
the Newport Junior Rugby Club to bring our boys together, to have fun at
training, to have tug of war on the beach, to see who could get through the
gate with the ball in hand and to go out into the world and see who else was
out there and do that together.
Coby Burgess - Head down in the dark places, always popping up with
a smile like nothing happened.
Logan Fogwill - The kids like a powder keg just waiting to be lit and when
he fires, does he what.
Ben Lance - A sense of honour above all allows Ben to ensure he always
backs up his mates.
Eden Troy - Welcome back to the Club Eden, we missed you.
Monty Pellett - The kids got gas and a TJ Perenra attitude about his work
at half back, standing up to anyone who thinks they can come through
the gate.
Roman Rowland Smith - Owning the midfield with some fabulous runs
up the guts and looking for the offload.
Max Davies - Strong carries in the wide channels gave his midfield the
confidence they need under pressure and on the up.

Oliver Stokes - big man who helped us both in the forwards and backs.
Some strong carries and sold tackles. Was great to have you on board Ollie,
good luck in Tassie mate.
James Boersma - Jimmy the Jet with the tie dyed hair. What can I say,
always in their face, loves to run. Give him the ball out wide and shut the
gate. Good job Jimmy , we’ll see you next year.
Fletcher Smit - Not sure how we’d have been able to put a team on the
park without Fletch holding them together every week and giving us the go
forward we craved.
Josh Jell - the quiet warrior that is Master jell. We relied on Josh at the
breakdown and he delivered and got his deserved call ups to the
Dolphins regularly.
Leander Hansen - Shame to loose Leander so early in the season.
His mates missed his head down approach and strength in the spine.
Ollie O'Brien - just gets better the more he plays, tenacious in his approach, doesn’t take a backward step. Unfortunately Ollie left us early in what
was already a short season. I hope we see you next year Ollie.
Jack Atkinson - The kids got some wheels and when he keeps his eyes on
the prize we able to give us some.
Thanks to the parents for trusting your boys into our care . Please bring them
and their mates back next year when all of this disease is hopefully in a more
manageable state so we can give our children a glimpse of what childhood
and mateship is more about.
Matt Pellett and Bruce Davies
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U11 Breakers
2021 has been a unique season however, has thankfully still
provided space for the boys to continue their rugby development
and achieve some amazing things.
The Breakers are a talented group of players; enthusiastic and
skillful with awillingness to learn and be pushed. The things
Jason Jones Hughes, Ben Hand and I are most proud of is
how the boys have learnt that Rugby is a team game and not one
for individuals.
In 2021 we chose to participate in the A comp and test ourselves
against some of the best under 11s in the state. After a slow start in
the trials, it could not have been more different in season, with the
boys dominating the first half of the competition..
Our highlights this season:
• The continued development of players within the group.
• Seeing the group become a team of great mates.
• The huge improvement of Noah Pearce and Hugh Webster.
• The impact of Mitch Pearson, Isaac Casey and
Brock Adams.
• The consistent impact Harry Jones Hughes,
Nathan Longster and Cruz Holmes.
• The continued growth in and skill development in Jasper Moy
and William Townsend and Charlie Hand.
• Moving Gus Stewart and Hunter Murdoch into the front row.
• Every player’s contribution to the team culture and participation
in training.
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The biggest thank you must go to the Coaches and Managers in
2021. We are so lucky to have Jason and Ben whose dedication
and input is unbeatable, there passion for helping coach and
guide our young rugby stars has made an impactful difference.
Our boys really have been blessed this year with the unwavering
commitment of such talented and knowledgeable Coaches.
And last but far from least; Mark Murdoch for the planning,
patience, care and continuous setting up of Porters Reserve
every weekend. You are a legend and huge reason for this
group’s success.
‘Til 2022, where our boys will become better players but more
importantly, learn the true values of Rugby and the great men the
game can make.
Thanks for letting me a small part of their journey; it’s genuinely an
honour and I don’t take it lightly.
Luke Holmes

U11 Dolphins
The U11s 2021 Dolphins team was a blend of old and new players.
Pre-season training and the trial games definitely helped the boys with
particular emphasis on game basics, good tackle techniques, positional
play in attach and defence, individual fitness, sportsmanship and most
of all working hard for each another.
The forwards pack consisted of a tough, bunch of rugby players who
gave it their all on the field. Front row was spear headed by Sjoerd
who was always solid and reliable at scrum time, often found at second
receiver and became extremely hard to stop. At hooker Tynan a dynamic
and versatile player who was all over the park, making countless tackles
no matter what size the opposition were. Eli whilst new to the game took
it in his stride, eager to learn and improve his rugby skills.
Second row saw Henry continue to impress, with his trademark fend
always keen for an explosive burst at the opposition at any given
moment. Taylor at second row provided a solid scrum platform at set
piece. His strong upper body strength often had the coach gasping for
breath after a tackle bag hit, I’m sure the opposition felt his presence.
At No 8 we needed a powerful, strong ball carrier and someone who
could lead the pack around the park, Blake was man for the job.
Our backs had plenty of pace, flare, and skill and at No 9 we have two
very versatile players who could play in the backs and forwards being
Kai and Cian. Kai certainly was able to hold his own, accurate passing
game, tackle after tackle no matter what sized attacker it was. Another
consistent, straight, hard running player was Darcy, always full of heart
with 100% commitment. Never one to miss or shy away from a tackle.
Tehmana as always slotted well in the backs, his line breaks caught
defenders off guard.

In the backline Josh slotted in a few positions, either centre or the wing,
a very capable player with his dazzling runs all over the park. At winger,
Liam showed great pace which would slice open any defence. Very
committed at the breakdown and always managed to secure possession.
When the ball was eventually pushed wide, our flying winger Hugo
certainly capitalised on this scoring a great individual try running from
our own 22m line under the sticks against the Chatswood Stags
Cian another tough warrior whether playing in the forwards or in the
backs at 9, good all-round skill set, passing game always on target, muscled numerous turnovers at the breakdown. Often heard barking orders
or genuine encouragement at teammates.
Looking forward to next season, keep up the good work & be proud of
your achievement in rugby. The highlight for me was away against a very
tough opposition, the Stags. A few players got knocked about and hit
hard, but this seemed to gel the team together. Collectively each player
stood up, played hard, with controlled aggression and linking numerous
phases together to score a brilliant team try at the corner post. What
followed was high fives, fist pumps, pats on backs and big smiles all
round. Next year if we can string a few more plays like this, we’ll be
unstoppable.
Of course, none of this would be possible without the continued support
of all the parents throughout the season, a huge thanks to Sam for
stepping up as Team Manager and Duane for his coaching assistance.
Here’s looking forward to a full season, with plenty of games and an
even bigger and better 2022.
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U11 Sharks

The 2021 U11 Sharks were poised to stamp their mark on what was to
be a promising season that was prematurely cut short by COVID.
This year the U11 Sharks comprised a mix of new players to the code
(Fabian, Arlo, Jack, Noah and Nate), players new to club (Dan and
Maximillian), returning players (Luke, James, Blake and Toby)
and seasoned veterans, all of whom individually displayed incredible
skill and talent. However, it was when the Sharks worked collectively
as a "shiver" that they demonstrated the virtues of running rugby and
exploiting space, winning the set plays, treasuring ball security and
granite-like defence. It was the Shark's spirit of teamwork, fair play and
being graciously good sports that was most rewarding for us as coaches.
This year some players experimented with different positions to develop
their range of skill sets whilst others continued to develop and
consolidate their positions.
Up front, Alex continued to be the powerful stalwart of the front row who
was also capable in the second row whilst always keeping a level head.
Jack was quick to appreciate his size, formidable skills and prowess and
became a powerhouse front rower. Marlon continued to enjoy his time
as hooker which kept him in the thick of the rucks and maul. Oliver had
a run this season as second rower and, in the centres. Arlo made the
transition to rugby union look seamless as he showed that he could play
as a skilled second rower. Maximillian came to the Sharks later in the
season and impressed all with his power and intensity in the second row.
Luke played at No 8 demonstrating great skills and foresight as a loose
forward. Rory, took stewardship of the No 8 position to dominate the
loose ball and opposition thereafter. Lois continued to be committed
in every game and capable of playing in second row or wing.
James was a welcome return to the club to play halfback with
new-found confidence and he exhibited uncanny ability to manage
and direct play around the ruck.

In the backs, Hugo displayed gritty defence, commitment to move
the ball. Dan started the season with a flying and sizzling start at wing
making strong run. Jett also played wing and wowed all with his
dazzling footwork and try scoring speed. Noah was another newbie to
the code and he proved to be invaluable in the centres. Fabian's first
year at the code proved fruitful and exciting in the centres when on attack
as he left many an opponent on the wrong foot and/or choking on his
dust as he crossed the line. Blake also made a return to the club in the
centres dominating runs and ironclad defence. Toby as another alumni
returned to resume his position on the wing without losing a fraction
of his speed or his tenacity on defence. Nate a last-minute convert to
the code showed his mettle and skills which contributed to the team's
success and points on the board. Kicking duties were shared among the
players but Fabian gets a special mention for his success with difficult
conversions.
We thank the other players from the Dolphins and Breakers
who helped when numbers were short. We are also grateful for the
assistance and time from all of the other U11 coaches who helped
with the development of the Sharks and we wish to thank
Mark Murdoch for coordinating the season.
Finally, a big thanks goes to the Sharks' parents who have tirelessly
worked to get players to practices and games on time, who have
volunteered to help with Ground Marshalling and Assistant Refereeing
duties, to help on field set up, score board duties and to work the tuck
shop and to attend the games to support the players and the club.
Stay safe and we hope to see you back in 2022
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U12 's

The U12 Squad are a talented group of players; tough and
skillful with a willingness to learn and play as a team.
They trained as a squad and started fast in 2021, displaying
the rugby values of Discipline, Respect, Integrity, Passion
& Teamwork.
Dolphins
The Dolphin’s, a great mix of talent and first time players,
were promoted, due to their performance in Trial’s and won
80% of their games in effectively the C-grade competition, a
competition were multiple clubs play their first division teams
and demonstrating every week the kind of relentless determination and team work that earnt them that promotion.
Breakers
In 2021, after finishing a close second to Hills in A Grade
2020, came out ready to prove they were the team to beat.
Defeating Hills first up in the trials and again two more times,
with run-away victories in the season. Going on to be
undefeated in the season and playing a fast, relentless,
entertaining style of Rugby.

The Breakers welcomed William Tartonne, Zac Gedz,
Jack Smith, Marley Thomas, Thomas West to Newport
along with Finn Hearne and Owen Finnegan from the
Dolphins. Who, with the returning group of players
developed their skills as individuals but most importantly
as a skillful team – proving that you don’t need size to win
footy games.
Our highlights this season:
• First time players and new to Newport players settling in
quickly to the squad.
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• The continued development of players within the
group, Owen Finnegan and Finn Hearne moving into
the Breakers.
• Hugo Boon, Hugo Newman, Lachlan Coates,
Lachlan Dawson and Sam Freer all knocking on the door
of the Breakers
• Defeating Hills, 2020 Premiers, several times through-out
the season
• The huge improvement of the squad – 80% win rate for
Dolphins (in the promoted comp) and Undefeated for
Breakers in the A Grade comp
• Ashley Deane moving into the forwards and dominating
• Willingness of Players to play as a squad and help were
needed – Thomas West and Finn Hearne
• The fast, relentless, entertaining style of the entire team
• Every player’s development, contribution to the team
culture and participation in training.
• The large amount of representation in the State Cup winning U12 Rats Squad he biggest thank you must go to the
Coaches, Managers and touch judges in 2021.
We are very lucky to have depth of coaching with
Luke Holmes, Tim Malone, Steve Matthews and
Vaughan Wooldridge in the Breakers. Along with
Tim West, Scott Bridges, Steve Coates and Chris Boon
in the Dolphins.
Our boys really have been blessed with the unwavering
commitment of such talented and knowledgeable Coaches
and volunteers.
Josh Griggs and Luke Holmes

U13 Breakers
As humans, we don’t do well in times of uncertainty and discomfort, and the 2021 rugby season for the U13 Breakers was
full of both. The uncertainty as COVID cut short another rugby season and the discomfort I know many boys faced regarding
our promotion to A grade. Yet ironically, it is in these times that lead to our greatest growth.
2021 was a growth year. To be the best, we needed to play and beat the best. “A” grade was faster and more physical.
To beat those teams, we needed to play smarter. So SMART rugby became our mantra. Each week, we grew in confidence
and realised to play to our strengths and aspire to improve ourselves. We touched up Penrith 50 to 7. We smashed Dural
42 to 17 and never back down against sides like Randwick, Ryde and Raptors. Many of these sides are also representative
teams. I am proud of the way our boys rose to the challenge and I am confident that next year we will be a dominant force
in the competition. And while winning is always our goal, it is the lessons we are learning along the way about yourselves,
about playing as team, about having fun with your mates that matter most.
In 2021 we welcomed 4 new players into the team – Vaughan, Stan, Lachie and Tom. Welcome to your rugby home.
You are all such talented players and have added so much to the team culture and performance. You wore the jumper with
pride, you played with passion and did yourselves and parents proud every time you took the field. The mates you play with
in this team, will be your mates for life.
For those returning boys, many of whom have been playing together since U6s, thank you. You all bring so much joy into
my life. I am proud of the way you continue to get better each year and keep turning up for your mates. There is something
special about this group of young men and I am certain that if you keep turning up to be your best, you will see much
success in life and rugby.
I would like to congratulate the following boys for making the U13 Warringah Representative team –
Zane Langton, Bailey Batchelor, Occy Ryan (captain), Oz Andrews, Aston McCauley, Stan Clarke, Eddie Bryant,
Mathijs Diaz, Harvey Walcot, Cruz Death, Ben Burge & Harry Fleming Newey. These boys did Newport proud an
went on the finish 6th in the tournament. Thank you for being great ambassadors for our club.
A few words to each player:
Bailey Batchelor: After missing most of last year with injury, we were so happy to see you return to rugby again in 2021.
Bailey, you bring so much talent, skill and aggression to the team. I love watching Bailey “fold” much bigger players and
then playing like a No 10 with his silky ball skills.
Dom Lowe: Always smiling and always laughing, Dom you bring so much energy and joy to the team. I love watching
your barn storming runs, and big tackles and cheering on your mates when they do something well. You are the definition
of a true team “mate”. You play for them and they love playing with you.
Harry Fleming Newey: HFN, you continue to develop at such a rapid pace, that in 2021 you earned your place in the
WJRU rep team. Well done. You show once again that hard work and continuous improvement pay off. As one of our “big”
players, we look to you to lead from the front.
Mathijs Diaz: Thijs is the team’s hardest worker. I love the fact that you take pride in your effort, each week. I will usually
find you on the bottom of a ruck or making a second effort tackle and chasing to make a cover tackle. Thijs, you are the rock
of the team. So strong and consistently working hard.
Tom Aalders: After missing the last few games of 2021 due to injury, the team were pumped to see Tom take the field
again in 2022. Tom, the team look up to you. You are a leader, and when you go forward, the team go with you. When you
make a big hit, the team cheer and clap. When you defend your mates, the boys know that you have 100% got their backs.
These are all excellent qualities in a young man.
Oz Andrews: After playing most of 2021 at No 10, Oz started the year with a clear goal, to play flanker and make the WJRU
rep team. Forward or back, Oz, can play anywhere. He has the aggression of a player twice his size and the skill of the best
backs in the game. I love your drive and commitment to winning every week and never giving up when we are not. Oz,
you are also one of the smartest players on the field. And I always make sure I seek your feedback at half-time and after the
game. You read the game well and I rely on your advice to help steer and shape our success.
Zane Langton: Courage, Confidence and Character. Three words that come to mind for Zane. At 45kg, Zane plays like a
warrior. Always the first one off the line to make a tackle, and the first one to put his head into a ruck even when a 100Kg
player is bearing down on him. He takes pride in his performance. He holds himself to the highest standard each week. You
are a player’s player. The hard work that you think no-one sees sets you apart from the others.
Occy Ryan: Not many can stop the BIG OCCY when he winds up and runs hard. Occy was also a beast in defence. Taking
on 100kg+ boys and stopping them in their tracks. Occy, you are inspiration to the team. When you run hard and make big
tackles, it lifts others to do so as well. When you are leading the way, the team follows your lead. You are their protector and
give them confidence. I was so proud that you were our captain and also went on to captain the WJRU Rep team.
Aston McCauley: You are the ultimate team player and the team rely on the you to connect the forward to the backs. I
was proud of how you stood in the front line of defence with your mates, shoulder to shoulder, taking on big forward packs.
Your pass is another level for someone of your age. You give quality balls with speed and width, allowing our backs to shift
wide, play fast and run around the bigger teams. I am proud of how you are developing as a player and a young man. I am
fortunate to be able to coach you as my son. Thank you also for your tips on how to improve my training sessions and what
drills and skills we need to work on. You are my right-hand man when it comes to coaching.
Stan Clark: You are one of the most talented footy players and competitors that I know. You put in 100% every week at
training and in every game. You are a natural leader with a burning desire to always compete and win. A great step, and a
great cut out pass, often setting us up for quick ball out wide leading to many of our tries. Stan, is one of the nicest young
men I have met. Always respectful of his coach and team mates. He loves talking about footy and often seeks guidance and
input on his game. All of these are great qualities for rugby success and in life.

Harvey Walcot: 2021 was a breakout year for Harvey. So big and strong, Harvey was unstoppable on the wing scoring
many long range and barn storming tries. I can see how hard Harvey is working on his all-round game and once it all clicks,
Harvey will be unstoppable in any position on the field. Above all, Harvey is such quality young man. He is always polite and
has a smile that lights up a room. Keep smiling Harvey as I am sure great things are going to come to you in this game.
Ben Burge: Ben really found his feet in rugby this year and went from strength to strength. Already full of enough skill to
last a lifetime, his strong carries getting the team over the advantage line and his solid defence was critical against some
much bigger opponents this year. I love watching Ben run with the ball, lining up the defence, only to put that lovely right
foot step on to slide right past them and into the hole. Above all, Ben has a smile that lights up a room. I know when he is
smiling and enjoying his footy that we are more likely to be successful. Ben, keep smiling, keep working hard and enjoying
your footy.
Eddie Bryant: Eddie is clearly one of the best players in this age group in the state, if not the country. If anyone was ready
for A grade, it was Eddie. In the first few round robin games, Eddie was so strong in defence, matching the physicality of any
player of any size. As we rolled on, Eddies speed and ability to beat multiple defenders, with aggression and step, made
him unstoppable. I saw many teams try and fail to stop him, even when he was clearly marked by the opposition. Eddie, the
future is bright in rugby. Keep working hard, keep improving, find ways to outsmart the opposition and you will go far.
Tom Holloway: Finally, we got Tom to return to his age group and play with the Breakers! Welcome back Tom. You are
such a gifted and natural footy player with a great ability to read the play, see a gap and have the confidence to back yourself
to take it on. I love watching you play; you remind me of some of the classic great half backs. We hope you enjoyed your
time with our team and look forward to coming back again in 2022.
Cruz Death: Cruz is one of the most talented players I have ever seen, a great kick, pass and reads the game better than
most. His quick hands often under pressure, to draw and pass, set up the outside backs for many of our tries. His goal
kicking was always on song. I remember he kicked 6 from 6 vs Dural, from all over the park. Also, last year I forgot to call out
Cruz for joining team in the yearbook. So, Cruz, welcome to the team (Again). You are such a talented footy player and an
absolute pleasure to coach. Your quick wit makes me laugh and knowledge of the game helps me as a coach.
Mackie Wilcox: Can someone please remind Mackie he only weighs 45kgs. I think he thinks he is 6”4 and 100kg, the
way he plays. Mackie has no fear. To see Mackie launch himself, tackle after tackle, ruck after ruck into much bigger players
was truly inspirational. He is all heart. Our team is stronger when he is in it. The tackle he made on the 120kg boy from Dural, was textbook. Low body height, head in the right position, lead with the shoulder and had good leg drive. Unfortunately,
physics got the better of the him. Mackie, never lose your passion and hunger to out play your opponent, no matter what
size you or they are! It is what makes you special. We look forward to seeing you back in 2022.
Max Baker: Max is such a strong ball runner and talented player that he could play in either the forwards or the backs.
At training and in games, Max was one of the hardest workers on the ball and his amazing sidestep and fast feet see him
beat many defenders as he slices through them like butter. Max, you are also such a great player to coach, always respectful,
always working hard and always looking to improve. I enjoy seeing you develop each year and learning all facets of the
game. You have been a core part of the team since U6s.
Sam MacEwan: The human highlight reel! Sam had another great year after making his transition from the backs to the
forwards. It was like coming home for Sam. He is natural “on baller” who just loves being near the action and in the mix
on every play. Wants to make big tackles and loves all the hard things that make playing in the forwards a dark art. Keep
working hard Sam and loving your footy.
Vaughan Kearney: Welcome to your new rugby home! Vaughan is such a natural and talented footy player and I
know that once he works out all 1000+ rules of rugby’s, he will take that talent and be a dominant force. Vaughan is hard
working, a great defender, a talented ball player and super competitor. All the ingredients of a champion. Vaughan is also
tough. I took me a few weeks to find out he was playing injured in most games. What most would succumb to and sit on
the sidelines, Vaughan plays through. Thank you for joining Newport Rugby.
Rhys McGuiness: A natural footy player with unlimited potential. I can only imagine how good you are going to be with
a full season under your belt. You have courage and play well above your weight, unafraid to tackle much bigger players.
You have an amazing engine and work hard all game. You are also a pleasure to coach. Always smiling, always respectful
and willing to learn.
Lachlan Coy: Welcome to your new rugby home. We are fortunate to have you join our team. You tuned up to every
training session and game, even when you were injured. If I could select an award for best teammate – it would be you. I
have admired your talents for such a long time. You have all the skills – a great pass, tackle and running game. I can’t wait to
see you fit and healthy for 2022 where I know you will be at your best. So much great rugby ahead of you.
A huge thank you to John Andrews and Nick Bryant for your coaching support. Also, to Tim Ryan for managing the
team….and everything else. We make a great team and look forward to doing it all again next year.
Don’t forget, we have our U14 rugby tour and I would love to see as many people as possible join us.
As I always say, when all is said and done in rugby, when you hang up the boots, rarely will you remember the score of
many individual games (maybe the odd grand final or big game), yet what you will remember and be remembered for is
the way that you played the game and the mates that you played it with……
Dale McCauley
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U13 Dolphins
It was a very exciting year for the U13 Dolphins. A lot came together, including
the boys bonding well and playing for each other. The competition consistently
found the tempo from the u13 Dolphins difficult to contain. Impressive in the
forwards and a fluid game demonstrated in the backs. We look with excitement
to the 2022 season! James
Thanks to the boys and parents for the opportunity to coach such a fantastic
bunch of young men. Their enthusiasm, respect and willingness to learn were
a real highlight. It was a great pity that our season was cut short after a
barnstorming undefeated start. Our growth in terms of the way we played the
game, skill levels and camaraderie were a real standout. This year we started the
year with a commitment to getting the boys to play competitive rugby based on
our game plan of "Love Defence. Front-foot ball. Playing for each other." which
basically converts to running rugby, learning, grit, camaraderie and enjoyment!
After a few years of rugby malaise, coaching the boys alongside of James,
Toby and Zac was one of the most enjoyable experiences over 40 years of
involvement in playing and coaching rugby. Every member of the team made
an enormous contribution. Heath
Harry Hill - Great to see Harry's game improve again and to see Harry
enjoying his rugby. A terrific front rower and core member of the pack.
Darcy Kirkland (c) - Talented all rounder. Best communicator on the field.
Darcy's rugby experience consolidated this year to produce the great leader for
the u13 Dolphins. Was great to see Darcy enjoying his rugby.
Becket Le Clerc - The prop every Hooker wants at his side. The strong presence
in the scrum who set the tone for go-forward and intimidated the opposition.
Noah Turner - A core part of the power house that was the U13s scrum this
year.
Harry Perkins - An impressive debut with Newport for this capable athlete.
Another intimidating player on the field.
Dan Gibbes - Lead from the front and set the example in every game. The sort
of player that others want to play for.
William Boocock - Always in the middle of the action at the breakdown and
hard as nails in the tackle.
Domhnall CK - The defensive heartbeat of the side - Loved the red mist and
tough stuff in the middle!
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Fred Garcia - An exciting player to watch running at the opposition. Could find
space when the ball effortlessly found its way to him. He also demonstrated his
versatility at half back, working the scrum and efficiently cleaning out to keep
the Dolphins game running at high tempo.
Austin Gibbes - Took the pivotal role of No10 in his pace, connecting well with
his half back and a reassuring pair of hands to getting the ball out into space
efficiently. Was not shy in the tackle either.
Miles Backes - Great to see Miles running out on the paddock and to see his
game improve. Continues to be an exciting player to watch receive the ball out
at wing.
Lachlan Boocock - Terrific development year for Lachlan as he shared his new
found pace and firmly made the inside Centre position his own. He has not lost
any of his talent in the tackle either.
James Collingridge - Solid execution in numerous new set pieces adopted
by the team meant that James was a key link in centre between the power
house and the brilliance in the backs. Great at communication and a gutsy
player who took the game to the people he was marking or running at.
Ashley Just - A courageous player out at the wing who took the game to the
opposition.
Charlie Handscomb - From his debut at full back and playing out on the
wing Charlie's pace was a weapon. Found his groove at fullback and realised his
substantial potential in the opening games. Without a doubt most improved.
Jack Radel - The dependable presence in the second row. It was great to see
Jack going in hard with the tackle and contributing to the strong force exerted
against the opposing scrum.
Jake Jessup - Jake is a key member to the Dolphins. His commitment and
team contribution earns him the respect from his team mates.
Charlie Williams - Dependable as last line of defence in full back or zipping
down the touch line to score, Charlie was a real asset to the team.
Sam Kaiser - Sam again defines himself as the text book tackler in the team.
Few opposition, irrespective of side got past Sam in defence

U13 Mermaids

PLAYERS: Alexa Fulton, Bonnie Court, Charlotte Baum, Charlotte Bensley, Holly Cervantes, Jesse Gargate, Johanna Tonucci-Kunhe,
Laila Oakes, Leilani Ainscough, Lily Gillett, Lily Hulley, Mya Barnabas, Ramatu Kamara, Ruby Ryan, Scarlett Cavanaugh,
Zara Eastwood-Bell. COACHES: Steve Hulley & Tim Ryan

The U13 girls were lucky enough to start the season
in February with the Sizzling Sevens competition.
This allowed them to test their skills on teams from
other Sydney districts. As regional reigning champs
they went in with confidence, but in rugby humility
is just around the corner! The first weekend the girls
suffered their first defeat in over a year! This stung
them into action, and they worked hard on their
fitness and skills. In the weeks that followed they
managed to knock off the rest of their opposition.
By the time the regular season came along the girls
were ready to defend their title. They had some
tough well-matched games against Narrabeen and
a strengthening Seaforth side. Unfortunately, the
season came to a premature end with the girls lying
in 2nd place on the table.

Thanks, as always to Karen for coordinating the
teams and the effort that goes into organising the
competition. Thanks also to the parents for all the
early starts and many miles travelled to get the girls
to play the game they love.
And mostly thank you to the girls; Alexa, Bonnie,
Charlotte (Baumy), Charlotte B, Holly, Jesse,
Jojo, Laila, Leilani, Lily G, Lily H, Mya, Rama,
Ruby, Scarlett and Zara. You are a talented bunch
of players who are always willing to listen, learn and
improve your rugby. We absolutely love watching
you play and are proud of the way you always play
fair and for each other.
Here’s to 2022 and a full season of rugby, we can’t
wait to see you all back again!
Steve and Tim
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U14 's
A very enjoyable short year with this age group.
Some important thanks to give to:
• Coach Dave Vaealiki combining more disciplined structure this season with
some excellent running rugby
• Manager Jas Hopcraft doing her role with great enthusiasm and skill,
despite my sketchy instructions
• All the officials (AR’s mainly our 2 Steve’s), trainers, marshals, volunteers, and
parents who helped – thank you, the boys can’t play without this assistance
every week.
The team continued to grow and develop, as the opposition get bigger and
tougher each week. A few player comments:
• Xavier Boon – every team needs a Boonie, irreplaceable enthusiasm and
skills
• Ewan Coates – improved his Rugby greatly this year at both Club and school
• Angus Ross – excellent scrummager who stepped up his mobility and
fitness big time
• Luke Juba – Jubes was tough and hard in a higher standard of Rugby this
year
• Toby Jacobs – new to Rugby, showed real promise against tough opposition
• Noah Scicluna – enthusiastic player with lots of promise of improvement to
come
• Luc Wheen – tough and uncompromising, fierce defence
• Lauchie Griffiths – good work rate in defence and the breakdown
• Masen Wright – excellent in defence and attack, great ball winner in the
lineout
• Shay Dawson-Hopcraft – brilliant low tackler, solid ball runner improving
all the time
• Jake Hanley – excellent forward play with skills and toughness combined
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• Levi Blundey – 2nd year Rugby player, constantly improving and a pleasure
to coach
• Charlie Stamp – early season finish but impressed with work in lineout and
scrum
• Haddon Bateman – busy, skillful, and tough in defence at no 9
• Harrison Dene – excellent play with skills in abundance, and great ball
running
• Oliver Mappin – brilliant utility work in a few key positions, slightly talkative
• Asher Fletcher – another utility asset, deliver consistently well in all positions
• Max Eccles – lots of speed and skills, and great application to games and
training
• Isaiah Vaealiki – excellent support play, evasion and defence
• Max Jordon – all the skills in attack and defence, worked his way back
brilliantly from injury
• Oliver Dawson – dynamic speed, brilliant ball running and defence
• Josh Leigh – ultimate utility, delivers wherever he plays, brilliant tackler
• Smith Davis – massive go forward with the ball and rugged in defence
• Cailan Glen – a bit biased here, he goes well and gives 100% in everything
he does on field
Let’s hope we get a full season in 2022 after the last two COVID affected seasons.
All the best
John G (Assistant Coach)

2021 was full of surprises for the U15 Newport teams. We were blessed with
a huge influx of boys new to the club and the game of rugby. There was an
excellent recruitment drive in the off season led by the boys themselves, which
resulted in 49 registered U15 players. It is a testament to the great culture within
this age group and it bodes well for the coming years.
We had a fantastic preseason with the boys working hard on strength and
conditioning and fitness. Time was also spent on upskilling the boys in the
basics of the game. Due to the shortened season this report will be focused on
our U15 tour to country NSW. Due to travel restrictions the traditional U14 tour
to Fiji was cancelled but this opened the door to a country tour. 22 boys put
their hands up and along with 18 Dads boarded a tour bus destined for Scone/
Maitland and Narrabri. The tour team had two games organised against u15
Maitland Redbacks and the U16 Narrabri Boars.
Due to the distance between towns a fair amount of time was spent on the bus.
However, time was taken up with good banter, trivia and the daily award of DOD
caps. These caps were worn with pride by players and Dads that had “dropped
the ball” in one way or another!
Our first game was a tightly fought gritty affair against the Redbacks. The boys
from Maitland had come to play and give the city boys a lesson. They weren’t
counting on a show of courage and determination from Newport. The boys
ignored the niggle and stuck to structure scoring some cracking tries eventually
winning 15-14.
This was the first competitive game in almost a year for some of the boys and
a perfect start to get rid of any rust before the big challenge of taking on a U16
side.

U15 's

There was a huge build up to the Narrabri game as it was played under Friday
night lights and was the event of the week! It drew a big crowd as much of the
town came out to watch the Boars take on the might of Newport. What a game
it turned out to be! The first 10 minutes were undoubtably the best rugby the
boys played, they played with patience and skill scoring some sublime tries.
They dominated the game from start to finish in attack and defence running out
52-17 victors. The club victory song has never been sung louder.

After both tour games the boys were treated to the traditional swapping of ties
and caps and wonderful country hospitality. It was a great way to start the season
and really set the tone for the Breakers and Dolphins.
On returning to the regular season the Breakers had a cracking start, knocking
off teams that had proved impossible to beat in the past. When the season was
called off, they were lying joint top of the table.
The Dolphins with an influx of boys new to the game got better and better each
week, there are going to be some stars emerging from them.
One of the best parts of this squad of boys is that they are a team that encourage
and support each other no matter their abilities.
Thanks, as always needs to go to all the coaches, managers and parents that
volunteer their time to the boys and the club. Hopefully we can look forward to
an uninterrupted 2022!
Steve, Kent, Luke, Tim and Brad
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U16 Breakers
With 16 boys returning from last year's squad, we initially thought
we may struggle to put a full team out each week. However, we
managed to tempt 6 payers back from prior years and added 5
new team members, some of whom have converted form rugby
league and soccer. With a backdrop of all other teams in the
rugby village either folding or joining forces, this was very pleasing.
At the start of the season, we were without a coach. However, we
struck gold. Thank you to Nigel Baker for convincing Shane
Pretty to kindly donate his time, experience and leadership to
the group. I believe this was a major reason why we were able to
attract and retain so many members. Training sessions have never
been so well attended. All the boys were there to learn; and they
did. Shane is also an active member of the senior club so learning
from their techniques and plays was valuable. We also had the
benefit of expert scrum training as well as players from the senior
club coming along to train specific skills and positions.
Additionally, we were able to train with the Opens squad on a
number of occasions, followed by a joint BBQ. This will aid the
boys transition into this grade next year.
On the field we were improving week to week. We were able to
hold our own against some of the A/B graded clubs during the
grading rounds at Dural. This was a great initiative and we hope
it returns next year. There were no easy games in the group.
Any team, on their day, was capable of winning.
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We played five rounds before the clouds of COVID descended.
Our record shows 3 wins, one draw and one loss. Momentum was
with us and it felt like we would secure a finals place.
Hungry for rugby, we were disappointed that the Rats did not enter
a team in the State Championships at Narrabeen. However, a
number of boys represented other regional teams, particularly:
• Blaise Fox - Central West Blue Bulls
• Alex Metaxoulis - Central West Blue Bulls
• Jaden Ellis - Central West Blue Bulls
• Ollie Barret - Central West Blue Bulls
• Lachie Guy - Central West Blue Bulls
• Kiren Holland - Manly Marlins
I would like to congratulate the team, not just on their
performance, but also how they conduct themselves off the pitch
and on the training ground. I should more rightly refer to them as
the young men that they are becoming. There is a genuine team
spirit amongst them that we hope will continue into the Opens
next year and beyond.
Finally, I would like to thank Shane and Steve (Ellis) for their
dedication and investing their time in the team.
See you all in '22.
Kind regards
Brad

Opens
After the disrupted season of 2020 – the Newport Opens Breakers
where ready for a 2021 Season full of promise.
The already formidable line up of veteran Newport Juniors was
joined by additional local talent from arch-rivals, Narrabeen and
Collaroy, who were welcomed to the squad and provided depth in
key positions.
The Team trained hard in pre-season and ran out in the Trials with
enthusiasm and courage against the formidable size and ability of
Blacktown and Randwick. We were quickly given a glimpse of the
tough, relentless, fast, skillful , exciting Rugby, we have come to
expect from this Talented side. After experiencing one half against
the boys, Forest decided they would not return.
Such was the reputation of the Team for their fast, flowing, tough
and relentless rugby we were positioned in an A Comp with only
3 other sides and the rest of the Opens Teams coming up with
reasons not to play us.
Despite this the Opens Breakers proved themselves to be a loyal,
respectful and committed group of young men, who continued to
work hard and attend training.
The Opens represented Waringah – making up the bulk of both the
Rats (U18) side and the Northern Barbarians (Rats U17) a first for
Waringah to have 2 representative sides at this level.
The Barbarian’s made it through to the Semi-Finals going done in
a hard fought game, showing guts and promise for 2022. The Rats
(U18) made it all the way to the Grand Final of the State Champs,
finishing the Comp in a close second against Randwick.

Our highlights this season:
• An absolute willingness to train and play for each other
• Taking down the giant Blacktown team with speed and skill
• Close hard fought game against Randwick going down 19-17
• The work ethic and commitment in a difficult season
• The fast, flowing, relentless rugby – some of the best we’ve seen
• The support the Team have for each other
• Fun and great to watch game against Penrith
• Selection of many Team members, to the Rats
Of course, a big thank you must go to the Volunteers –
Coaches Luke Wilson and Adam Hanks,
Trainer – Paul Staunton, Touch Judge – Matt Brennan and
Age-Manager – Josh Griggs – Many who have clocked 10 Years
in supporting roles at the club.
The Team are lucky to have such talented and knowledgeable
coaches, who’s unwavering commitment to the Team over
years has developed a Talented, skilful, tough, relentless and
entertaining group of Players, with a deep Team Culture of
commitment. Big Thanks to Adam Hanks who has coached
and mentored many of these boys for a decade. A significant
and selfless contribution.
This work ethic and commitment to each other on and off the field
bodes well for this Talented bunch of young men, who we look
forward to welcoming back next year and for those departing us,
we wish them well and every success for their Career’s which will
hopefully continue into Senior Rugby – with the Character
displayed – the future looks bright.
Opens Coaches and Age Co-ordinator
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Rep
1
2
Players 20
Opens

Andrew Hintze
Darcy Chewings
Jake Barnabas
Lachie Cruickshank
Aiden Flynn
Beau Brennan
Brogan M'Crystal
Cooper Staunton
Henry Mann
Hugo Griggs
Liam Taggart
Luka Monnock
Omar Noureddine
Riley Wilson
Seven Hazar
Taylor Frowde
Tom Sheehan
Noah Lynch

U16

Blaise Fox
Alex Metaxoulis
Jaden Ellis
Ollie Barret
Lachie Guy
Kiren Holland

U15
RATS

Jesse Galluzzo
Riley Osborn
Lorenzo Ainuu
Aron Brennan
Nick Hope
Joey Moy
Jacob Harder
Austin Hulley
Evan Flynn
Abel Brown
Tye Jecks
Campbell Marks
Oliver McCracken
Louie Keane
Brodie Hitchman
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U15
SYDNEY METROPOLITAN
NORTHERN ZONE
Lorenzo Ainuu
Joey Moy
Oliver McCracken
Tye Jecks
Jesse Galluzzo
Riley Osborn
Jacob Harder
Austin Hulley

U14

Max Jordon
Harrison Dene
Haddon Bateman
Smith Davis
Jake Hanley
Shay Dawson-Hopcraft
Masen Wright
Levi Blundey
Ewan Coates
Lewis Wilson
Cailan Glen

U13

Oscar Ryan (Captain)
Harry Fleming Newey
Mathijs Diaz
Oscar Andrews
Bailey Batchelor
Aston McCauley
Stan Clarke
Ben Burge
Eddie Bryant
Harvey Walcot
Cruz Death
Zane Langton

U13 MERMAIDS
Holly Cervantes

U12

Zane Malone
Fynn Rickenbach
Marlee Thomas
Kai Cauvin
Ashley Dene
Bryn Wooldridge
Izak Holmes
Harrion Newall
Axel Coria
William Tartonne
Zac Gedz
Xavier Matthews
Jamie Link
Jack Smith
Ollie Johnson
Finn Hearne
Tom West
Kuiper Mentjox-Williams

U11

Jasper Moy
Hunter Murdoch
Brock Adams
Charlie Hand
Harry Jones Hughes
Cruz Holmes
Mitch Peterson
Noah Pearce
Nathan Longstar
Issac Casey
William Townsend
Hugh Webster
Teal Kinsman
Cian Gleeson
Gus Stewart
Jett Woodley
Rory Wilcox
Kai Scotts

U10

Alfie Smith
Elijah Franks
Miller Wright
Tawa Campos
Liam Hayman
Sam Morlaine
Finn Ainscough
Oscar Baker

1
2
Gam
0
2
es Played
Player

Age

Games

Age

Games

Benjamin Burke

5

19

Player
Airlie Smith

7

19

Broderick Good

5

19

Bobby Williams

7

35

Brodie Arnold

5

19

Callum Whitaker

7

19

Carter Rudgley

5

19

Connor Burkin

7

35

Cody Stocker

5

19

Dustin Malone

7

35

Frederick Wallrock

5

19

Dylan Jones

7

16

Harry Cristaudo

5

19

Ethan Trembath

7

19

Joey Harris

5

19

Finley Colton

7

19

Lincoln Wearne

5

19

Harriet Tighe

7

16

Mason Cheetham

5

19

Harrison Bates

7

35

Polly Jones-Hughes

5

19

Henry Bell

7

19

Rye Miller

5

19

Iya Jarvis

7

16

Tallulah Williams

5

19

Jackson Sinclair

7

19

Teo Ross

5

19

Jake Lopes

7

16

Weston Dearmer

5

19

James Crosky

7

19

Zac Rose

5

19

Kiah Davies

7

16

April Stocker

6

19

Koda King

7

35

Ariana Chase

6

19

Lachlan Williams

7

19

Aveer Lamba

6

19

Lenny Knight

7

19

Benji Burrow

6

19

Leo Venter

7

19

Charlie Kingston

6

19

Logan Cheetham

7

35

Charlie Boocock

6

19

Lola Phelps

7

19

Chase Carpenter

6

19

Lola Phelps

7

16

Cooper Hobson

6

19

Lucas Wilson

7

19

Francesca King

6

19

Lucas Gulla

7

19

Harley Clemenson

6

19

Luka Stead

7

19

Harvey Davies

6

19

Morgan Maestre

7

19

Harvey MacDougal

6

19

Nash Carpenter

7

19

Henry Gough

6

19

Nathan Cowell

7

19

Hugo Atkinson

6

19

Nathaniel Northover

7

19

Joshua McTaggart

6

19

Oliver Brown

7

16

Lani Johnson

6

19

Oscar Wallrock

7

19

Max Miller

6

19

Peyton Murdoch

7

19

Oliver Wilson

6

19

Rhodi Adams

7

16

Scarlett Whitnall

6

19

Riley Rudgley

7

19

Sullivan Murdoch

6

19

Sebastian van Dyk

7

19

Tyson O'Grady

6

19

Sonny Schott

7

35

Will Hayes

6

19

Sullivan Good

7

35

Xavier Littlejohn

6

19

Will Abrahams

7

19

William Gaut

7

19

William Webster

7

19

Willow Dearmer

7

19

35
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Alexander Guy

8

16

Player
Travis Lane

8

16

Amelia Jackson

8

19

William Clark

8

51

Archer O'Brien

8

19

Xavier Rose

8

19

Archie Jones-Hughes

8

35

Zachary Terrey

8

19

Ari Jarvis

8

32

Amani Adams

9

32

Austin Boyce

8

35

Archer Marshall-Hill

9

51

Austin Tranter

8

51

Archie King

9

19

Bailey Walsh

8

19

Ashton Coates

9

35

Beau Davies

8

35

Ben Kelly

9

19

Byron Oliver

8

35

Ben Beveridge

9

19

Charles King

8

19

Benjamin Beveridge

9

32

Edsel Good

8

19

Benji Jacobsen

9

19

Elizabeth Sobonie Keh Sesay

8

19

Chloe Hulley

9

35

Ethan Veldman

8

19

Cruize Chase

9

19

Evin Gleeson

8

35

Edward Wagner

9

32

Finlay Campbell

8

16

Ethan Warner

9

19

Harvey Boon

8

51

Flynn Bath

9

19

Henry Roberts

8

19

Harlow Holmes

9

19

Isabella Clemenson

8

35

Harrison Abrahams

9

19

Isabella Harrison

8

19

Harry Campbell

9

51

Isabella O'Grady

8

19

Henri Kallio

9

32

Jackson Rossini

8

35

Jack West

9

51

James Hobson

8

51

Jackson Merry

9

49

James Hutton

8

35

Jonathan Boas

9

19

Jed Byrne

8

19

Joseph Low

9

51

Jimmy Burke

8

35

Joshua Jell

9

51

Joshua Colton

8

19

Koby Cheetham

9

68

Josie Burrow

8

19

Lachlan O'Connell

9

19

Jude Campbell

8

35

Logan Fogwill

9

35

Kane Heath

8

19

Louis Low

9

68

Keira McPherson

8

19

Louis Pace

9

19

Koa Haddad

8

35

Luca Gore

9

35

Leo Troy

8

35

Max Simpson

9

49

Leon Stevens-Jones

8

51

Nash King

9

51

Livia Bogaard

8

19

Oliver Suarez

9

19

Lucio Suarez Lewington

8

19

Oliver Brookes

9

16

Marley Cristaudo

8

35

Owen Demiri

9

32

Mathias Svenoy

8

16

Philip van Dyk

9

19

Max Rosser

8

32

Raﬀerty Fox

9

51

Mia Hulley

8

35

Ryder Schott

9

51

Michael Nass

8

51

Sam Smit

9

51

Neve Hoile

8

19

Smith Carpenter

9

51

Oliver Worthington

8

35

Taneh Wilson

9

68

Oscar Reed

8

16

Tate Wooldridge

9

19

Patrick Lane

8

35

Thomas belcher

9

51

Penelope Mockford

8

16

Tiggy Woodley

9

19

Renick Palmer

8

19

William Garske

9

51

Ruby Hulley

8

51

William Tom Moss

9

35

Sarah Vuata

8

19

Zac Zilioli

9

51

Tariq Tosun

8

35

Zachery Andronicus

9

51

Travis Lane

8

16

Zara Daines

9

19

Zoe Townsend

9

19

36
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Alﬁe Smith

10

19

Alexander Austin-Penny

11

51

Ava Crosky

10

19

Alfred Bell

11

35

Axel Knox

10

49

Amelia Stephens

11

46

Benny Lance

10

35

Andre Hunter

11

16

Blake Toy

10

19

Angus Stewart

11

104

Carter Marriott

10

68

Arlo Boyd

11

19

Charlie Power

10

68

Benjamin Wagner

11

49

Chisel Hunter

10

19

Blake Marriott

11

86

Coby Burgess

10

19

Blake Hooley

11

51

Connor Heighes

10

49

Brock Adams

11

19

Eden Troy

10

68

Charlie Hand

11

19

Edward Renn

10

67

Charlize Jones

11

19

Elhi Marriott

10

68

Charlize Jones

11

32

Elijah Franks

10

19

Chester Scahill

11

85

Felix Frost

10

68

Cian Gleeson

11

68

Finn Ainscough

10

68

Cody Root

11

85

Fletcher Smit

10

51

Cruz Holmes

11

104

Fraser Cate

10

68

Daniel Corrigan

11

19

Indigo Vale

10

19

Darcy Miles

11

19

Jack Atkinson

10

19

Eli Stanmore

11

19

James Boersma

10

68

Emmett O'Connor

11

51

Lachlan Bell-Anderson

10

19

Fabien Garner

11

19

Leander Hansen

10

35

Hamish Hanley

11

32

Liam Hayman

10

19

Harrison Stokes

11

16

Lucas Hayes

10

32

Harrison Brookes

11

16

Mackenzie Solomon

10

16

Harry Jones-Hughes

11

68

Matthew Shortall

10

35

Henry Whitaker

11

68

Maxwell Lee

10

35

Hugh Webster

11

51

Maxwell Davies

10

51

Hugo Lane

11

19

Miller Wright

10

86

Hugo Sullivan

11

19

Monty Pellett

10

19

Hunter Murdoch

11

86

Oliver Stokes

10

19

Indra Walcot

11

19

Oliver OBrien

10

19

Isaac Casey

11

19

Oscar Baker

10

68

Jack Goodare

11

104

Raﬀy Stephens

10

68

Jack Guthrie

11

19

Raphael Hein

10

49

Jack Darvall

11

16

Roman Rowland-Smith

10

68

James Owler

11

104

Ruby Glindeman

10

19

James Beveridge

11

32

Samuel Morlaine

10

19

Jasper Moy

11

51

Sunny Pepper

10

49

Jed Peters

11

35

Tawa-Inka Campos

10

19

Jett Woodley

11

86

Taylah Malakou

10

19

Joshua Davidson

11

19

Taylor Yeates

10

19

Kai Scotts

11

19

Tom Weir

10

51

Leilani Ainscough

11

51

Tynan Piddington

10

19

Leo Haendl

11

32

Tynan Piddington

10

49

Liam Wise

11

19

Zsa Zsa Burke

10

65

Liam Demiri

11

67
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Louie Pepper

11

85

Henry Rose

12

103

Louis Scamps

11

85

Holly Cervantes

12

51

Louisa Kirkland

11

65

Hugo Newman

12

32

Luke Hayes

11

19

Hugo Boon

12

103

Marlon Watts

11

51

Hugo Noe

12

19

Matthew Leigh

11

19

Izak Holmes

12

102

Maximilian Willoughby

11

19

Jack Bridges

12

51

Mitchell Peterson

11

19

Jack Smith

12

19

Nathan Longster

11

86

Jack Bailey

12

19

Noah Munro

11

19

Jackson Smith

12

82

Noah Pearce

11

19

James Campbell

12

19

Oliver Comans

11

35

Jamie Links

12

19

Penelope Smit

11

65

Jem Wake

12

20

Penelope Renn

11

32

Jemima Moran

12

46

Riley Eves

11

35

Joshua Guy

12

12

Rory Wilcox

11

68

Kai Cauvin

12

33

Sjoerd Mentjox-Williams

11

35

Kayla Roberts

12

31

Takara Adams-Garcia

11

35

Kuiper Mentjox-Williams

12

37

Teal Kinsman

11

68

Lachlan Coates

12

38

Tehmana Metuangaro

11

19

Lachlan Dawson

12

19

Toby Cansick

11

104

Laila Oakes

12

51

Toby Tancred

11

32

Lewis Griggs

12

83

William Townsend

11

51

Lily Hulley

12

65

Alexa Fulton

12

19

Logan Wellings

12

19

Alexander Naderi

12

19

Luca Merry

12

95

Antigone Fairley

12

46

Lucky Osmond

12

72

April Smith

12

46

Mali Stidwill

12

16

Archibald Howden-Ferme

12

19

Marlee Thomas

12

19

Asher Dormand

12

11

Mason Hayes-Cox

12

19

Ashley Dene

12

40

Mateo Hiney

12

19

Atlas Stephens

12

21

Maximus Dornelles

12

19

Axel Coria

12

19

Maxwell Creegan

12

50

Bailey Wearne

12

19

Mya Barnabas

12

19

Bill Marshall-Hill

12

103

Noah Turner

12

89

Bryn Wooldridge

12

32

Oliver Johnson

12

80

Charles Lockhart

12

46

Oliver Higgins

12

46

Charlotte Baum

12

51

Oliver Humphries

12

19

Domhnall Cashell-knight

12

19

Oliver Rayner

12

19

Eden Simpson

12

53

Oliver Hudson

12

13

Finlay Sinclair

12

19

Oscar Knowles

12

107

Finn Hearne

12

19

Owen Finnegan

12

19

Fynn Rickenbach

12

28

Quinn Moran

12

14

Giselle Burke

12

46

Ramatu Kamara

12

19

Harlyn Haddad

12

16

Ruby Ryan

12

65

Harrison Newall

12

19

Samuel Freer

12

19

Harry Atkinson

12

87

Samuel Kaiser

12

78

Samuel Jacobsen

12

19

38
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Scarlett Cavanaugh

12

65

Player

James Collingridge

13

140

Scarlett Letts

12

19

Jesse Gargate

13

19

Skye Griﬃths

12

32

Johanna Tonucci-Kunhe

13

19

Stu Porter

12

19

Juno Gerlach

13

46

Thomas West

12

118

Lachlan Burke

13

45

Thomas Gilmore

12

27

Lachlan Coy

13

19

Timothy Brock

12

11

Liam Davidson

13

42

William Tartonne

12

9

Lily Gillett

13

19

William Croom

12

19

Mackenzie Wilcox

13

65

William Croom

12

1

Mathijs Diaz

13

112

William Monaghan

12

103

Max Cansick

13

19

Xavier Matthews

12

29

Maxwell Baker

13

119

Zac Gedz

12

9

Miles Backes

13

63

Zac Deathridge

12

76

Oliver McEwan

13

49

Zahn James

12

31

Oscar Ryan

13

120

Zane Malone

12

62

Oscar Andrews

13

19

Zara Eastwood-Bell

12

51

Oscar Harper

13

11

Alexander Briscoe

13

13

Rhys McGuinness

13

19

Archie Pepper

13

110

Sam MacEwan

13

66

Ashley Just

13

19

Stan Clarke

13

19

Aston McCauley

13

120

Tom Aalders

13

84

Austin Gibbes

13

150

Tom Holloway

13

69

Bailey Batchelor

13

50

Tom Cutler

13

13

Beckett Le Clerc

13

69

Vaughn Kearney

13

19

Benjamin Burge

13

19

William Burke

13

45

Billy Anderson

13

82

Zane Langton

13

119

Charles Gilmore

13

6

Alec Ellard

14

54

Charlie Williams

13

19

Alexander Baldi

14

67

Charlie Handscomb

13

19

Angus Ross

14

95

Charlotte Bensley

13

19

Asher Fletcher

14

43

Chloe Reeves

13

32

Beau Dolphin

14

62

Christian Price

13

113

Bronson Reading

14

80

Cruz Death

13

19

Cailan Glen

14

153

Daniel Gibbes

13

73

Charlie Stamp

14

19

Darcy Kirkland

13

148

Charlie Stamp

14

118

Dominic Lowe

13

43

Chelsea Carter

14

29

Edward Bryant

13

128

Declan Barlow

14

128

Frederick Adams-Garcia

13

19

Emily Goudie

14

25

Harley Hitchman

13

31

Ewan Coates

14

27

Harry Hill

13

92

Fletch Padovan

14

29

Harry Fleming Newey

13

19

Flynn Watts

14

69

Harry Perkins

13

19

Gabriel Liles

14

101

Harry Fleming-Newey

13

80

Gus Molyneux

14

84

Harvey Walcot

13

19

Haddon Bateman

14

151

Henry Donald

13

77

Harrison Dene

14

32

Jack Radel

13

19

Harry Letts

14

63

Jake Mrkic

13

19

Isaiah Vaealiki

14

132

39
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Jack Jones

14

76

Campbell Marks

15

46

Jack Kershaw

14

127

Charlie Ward

15

19

Jake Hanley

14

75

Drew Clapham

15

30

Jett Nicholson

14

93

Edward Croxford

15

137

Joshua Leigh

14

95

Emmett Price

15

177

Joy Frost

14

16

Evan Flynn

15

49

Kane Twohill

14

66

Harley Vallis

15

19

Kye Williams

14

122

Harry Gordon

15

88

Lachlan Dickinson

14

100

Henry Bloore

15

108

Lauchlin Griﬃths

14

134

Henry Walsh

15

104

Leandro Pepper

14

19

Hunter Meredith

15

180

Levi Blundey

14

19

Jackson Glass

15

19

Lewis Wilson

14

153

Jacob Harder

15

138

Luc Wheen

14

56

Jacob Dinter

15

19

Luke Juba

14

113

Jasper Langley

15

19

Masen Wright

14

174

Jeremy Kirkland

15

117

Matilda Warren

14

12

Jesse Galluzzo

15

19

Max Eccles

14

135

Jesse Galluzzo

15

13

Max Jordon

14

19

Joe Cook

15

19

Max Jordon

14

118

Joey Moy

15

142

Maximilian Searl

14

98

Joseph Robinson

15

19

Noah Wandl

14

133

Kai Ainscough

15

152

Noah Scicluna

14

19

Kyle Johnson

15

19

Oliver Dawson

14

19

Lachlan Finch

15

19

Oliver Cseszko

14

15

Lorenzo Ainuu

15

19

Phoenix Falconer

14

19

Louie Keane

15

19

Shay Dawson-Hopcraft

14

54

Louis Boas

15

19

Smith Davis

14

143

Luca Panambalana

15

121

Taj Rawnsley

14

19

Lucas Hamann

15

19

Taj Thompson

14

19

Lucas Youell

15

28

Thomas Fairley

14

118

Lukas Majer

15

14

Toby Joyce

14

42

Luke Ambrosius

15

47

Toby Jacobs

14

19

Mitchell Stewart

15

19

Toby Demiri

14

85

Mitchell Stewart

15

34

Ton Fairley

14

19

Nicholas Hope

15

163

Xavier Boon

14

122

Oliver Mappin

15

61

Xavier Smith

14

87

Oliver Turner

15

108

Abel Brown

15

19

Oliver McCracken

15

19

Aron Brennan

15

19

Oliver Gibbs

15

19

Ash Adams

15

19

Oliver Baum

15

25

Austin Hulley

15

126

Oliver Griﬃths

15

109

Banjo Stocken

15

30

Ries Diaz

15

136

Ben Bancroft

15

69

Riley Osborn

15

155

Broc Ritchie

15

19

Riley Mock

15

19

Brodie Hitchman

15

19

Riley Bradshaw

15

30

Brodie Hitchman

15

66

River Fitzgerald

15

19

Cadel Angel

15

34

Robbie Tipton

15

19

40
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Romy Cormack

15

121

Liam Godfrey

16

21

Sam Harris

15

19

Luke Stidwill

16

19

Samuel Simpson

15

19

Luke Stidwill

16

48

Samuel Moxham

15

69

Matthew Hanley

16

53

Stephen Norris

15

70

Max Faithfull

16

103

Tennyson Law

15

4

Max Telfer

16

103

Theodore Froggatt

15

19

Noah Orman

16

133

Toby Royle

15

19

Oliver Barrett

16

19

Toby Anstey

15

138

Oliver Roberts

16

127

Tye Jecks

15

159

Owen Hazell

16

32

Walt Earland

15

46

Ralph Chapman

16

3

Zac Spark

15

34

Raphael Vincent

16

43

Adrian Maruca
Austin Lynch

16
16

27
9

Robert Wall
Samuel Phelps

16
16

72
19

Banjo Leslie

16

19

Tane Wright

16

146

Banjo Leslie

16

56

Will Newman

16

82

Blaise Fox

16

133

William Kaiser

16

68

Bryn Melville

16

158

William Bensley

16

100

Cody Grant

16

19

Zach Thompson

16

41

Connor Downs

16

163

Aaron Maher

17

161

Cooper Watt

16

181

Aiden Flynn

17

74

Emmanuel Duku

16

10

Alex Metaxoulis

17

19

Finn Brown

16

14

Archie Gordon

17

78

Gene de Gail

16

19

Atticus Le Clerc

17

46

Hamish Glen

16

105

Beau Brennan

17

141

Harry Barker

16

19

Boyd Riley

17

54

Izak Bohm

16

86

Brogan Mcrystal

17

48

Jaden Ellis

16

62

Cooper Staunton

17

105

James Wheen

16

10

Harper Hodkinson

17

19

Jamie Mulcahy

16

19

Harvey Smith

17

19

Jimmy Leigh

16

55

Henry Mann

17

106

Joel Whitfield

16

50

Hugo Griggs

17

107

Joey Braund

16

145

Jack Bennett

17

19

Josh Bowles

16

19

Jackson Crebert

17

8

Josh Telfer

16

104

Jayke Jecks

17

119

Joshua Cummins

16

35

Lachlan Hanks

17

158

Jude Pincus

16

19

Lachlan Wood

17

19

Kane Farrell

16

19

Leo Gottardi

17

50

Kieran Holland

16

30

Liam Taggart

17

19

Lachlan Howell

16

118

Luka Monnock

17

19

Lachlan Taylor

16

46

Max Einspinner

17

43

Lachlan guy

16

55

Noah Lynch

17

19

Lachlan miles

16

10

Oscar Lane

17

49

41
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Riley Wilson

17

19

Forrest Finlay

19

Games
8

Riley Walters

17

29

Frank Kamara

19

62

Rio Porter-Sheen

17

19

Harry Allanson

19

127

Robbie Thomas

17

162

Jack Hunter

19

17

Seven Hazar

17

19

Joshua Kamara

19

33

Theo Croft
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